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MY LINE
THE COLLECTION FUORISERIE

MY LINE’s micro lines create a sense of optical depth and help give the illusion of larger, more relaxing spaces. 













ISTINKTO
The wonder of Belvedere marble interpreted with lustrous reflections in a range of 5 soft colours





YUNIKA
8 perfect solid colors in 5mm thickness for floors and walls: hapiness is in your hands.





EXPLORA
Sandblasted concrete-effect surface in matte and polished: discover the magic of the ‘always clean feeling’ floors





MINERAL
Metal effect in 4 colours and 3 formats for spectacular floor coverings with the incomparable BRIGHT decor





MOOD
Enhance your home, EXPAND IT with INTERIORS same as EXTERIORS. Available in R10 and R11 in the same thickness. 
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INNOVATE IN THE SIGN OF MADE IN ITALY


For more than four decades, Ceramiche Brennero develops wall and floor tile collections for residential use always guided by quality and design approach. Acting as a reference point of Made in Italy, Ceramiche Brennero sums up in its products creativity, good taste and innovation.
Ceramiche Brennero designs and produces every single tile in Italy. This is the reason why, each of them embraces centuries of Italian history and culture becoming, in other words, a synthesis of what people around the world call “Italian Factor”.
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Video from Cersaie 2023							
Oct 16, 2023
Our video from Cersaie 2023 is now online, feel free to watch. https://youtu.be/pJmON3vjhqU?si=dw6VTYCC_A-xegaC


  





Cersaie 2023							
Sep 11, 2023
We are delighted to extend our warmest invitation to the prestigious Cersaie 2023, the International Exhibition of Ceramic Tiles and Bathroom Furnishings....


  





Refreshing summer break at Ceramiche Brennero: from 04/08 to 23/08, ready for the Cersaie Fair in Bologna!							
Aug 4, 2023
Ceramiche Brennero: Summer breakSummer holidays at Ceramiche Brennero: from 04/08 to 23/08/2023. Dear customers and friends, one of the most anticipated...
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The Importance of Proper Cleaning for Porcelain Tiles After Installation							
Understanding the Difference: Daily Maintenance vs. Post-Installation Cleaning Porcelain tiles are a popular choice for flooring due to their low maintenance requirements. They can be easily cleaned with common household cleaners and don't need special oils or waxes...


  





Discover Yunika: The Exquisite Collection of 5mm Porcelain Stoneware by Ceramiche Brennero							
Yunika: Exquisite 5mm Porcelain Stoneware Collection by Ceramiche Brennero Timeless Elegance and Refined Designs Immerse yourself in the world of Yunika, a collection that showcases a series of very delicate SOLID COLORS. Crafted with absolute and timeless elegance,...


  





Why choose Ceramiche Brennero?							
Choosing tiles from Ceramiche Brennero means opting for superior quality products that offer a unique interior design experience. Here are some reasons why tiles by Ceramiche Brennero are worth choosing: Distinctive design: Ceramiche Brennero tiles are the result of...
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Ceramic is…
Did you know that ceramic is a safe material, plastic free and completely recyclable? It is hygienic and hypoallergenic, does not retain dirt or bacteria and is completely odorless. A ceramic floor is long-lasting, easy to clean and always like new.












Ceramiche Brennero


Dal 1974 l’eccellenza Italiana per le superfici architettoniche e di interior design.
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